The New
Dawn of AI
Why
artificial
intelligence
will change
our world

There’s a trend gaining significant mind share in Silicon Valley: the use
of Artificial Intelligence and Applied Machine Learning to automate and
improve specific tasks. Leaders from companies small and large, are
investing significant resources in the development of specialized products
made possible by AI.
But AI is not new. Far from it. For more than half a century, interest in the
topic has waxed and waned with peaks of investment, followed by troughs
of disillusionment. So much so that the phenomenon has garnered its
own terminology: AI Winters. So what makes the period we’ve entered
any different? Increasingly abundant data and a significant decrease in the
cost of computational resources has enabled forward-thinking computer
scientists to create deep learning neural networks that, when applied to
more traditional Machine Learning models, produce more meaningful
results.
Today’s investments in Machine Learning are delivering results closer to
the hope and promise of previous generations. In part, because modern
Machine Learning techniques are being designed to solve specific,
actionable problems. Google is improving its search algorithm by
programming it to learn how people communicate. Facebook is building
chatbots that understand natural conversation. Amazon is re-imagining
human-computer interaction with a digital assistant that predicts what we’ll
ask for next.
Here at Orange Silicon Valley, we are optimistic about the role this
development will have in the future of our society, and we are working with
disruptive startups to better understand how products based on modern
Machine Learning techniques will improve our lives--as professionals,
consumers and citizens.

Georges Nahon
San Francisco, California
December 2016
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Why AI Now?
Many Artificial Intelligence tools and techniques have been available
for decades, but a lack of large dataset availability and computational
horsepower limited their applicability to industry, reducing funding for AI
research to academic circles. But recently, the proliferation of GPUs and
distributed cloud computing systems with annotated datasets, emerged
to support the progress of AI. By any assessment, the development of
complete AI is still in its early stages, but the pace of innovation and
potential for disruption in all sectors is experiencing a watershed moment.
Most leading technology companies have now embedded some form of AI
in core products--be it anomaly detection, language processing, computer
vision, or speech recognition--and we see rapid adoption of AI in startups
and established corporations alike. Finally, industry and academia are
racing to put AI systems to work in the real world.

“AI is the new electricity. Just as 100 years ago
electricity transformed industry after industry, AI
will now do the same.”
Andrew Ng, Chief Scientist, Baidu
Google Brain, Stanford AI Lab
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Catalysts
The increased computational power making all this possible is the low cost of computing resources
and the realization of graphics processing units (GPU) primarily made by Nvidia. These powerful chips
were first designed to give rich, 3D visual experiences to gamers and were 40 times more efficient
than traditional central processing units (CPU), for matrix computations that are integral to deep
learning (Nvidia’s data center revenues have more than doubled year over year, reaching $2B in Q3
‘16). Not to be outdone, Google built their own tensor processing units (TPU), and Microsoft, is using
a processor called a field programmable gate array, or FPGA, all with the ultimate aim of creating a
new breed of chip that could accelerate AI from inside mobile devices.

Mobile data traffic has grown 4,000-fold over the
past 10 years and almost 400-million-fold over
the past 15 years.

More than 4.9 billion connected devices were in
use in 2015, and 5.5 million new things will get
connected every day in 2016.

AI

Data

Processor

Open datasets
ImageNet

10M annotated images

Youtube

8M labeled videos

Global mobile data traffic
(exabytes per second)

30.6

21.7
14.9

Open Images

9M annotated images
9.9
3.7
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2015

6.2

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Landscape
Leading AI startups

Private and corporate equity firms
are investing heavily in AI — and in
particular in an AI technique called
deep learning. Projected figures
for 2016 are $4.2B in investments,
up 50% since last year, and a
35% increase in deals from 439 to
591. Nearly 140 private companies
working to advance artificial
intelligence technologies have
been acquired since 2011, with
over 40 acquisitions taking place
in 2016 alone. Google has been
the most prominent global player,
with 11 acquisitions in AI.

35% increase in deals
from

439 to 591.

AI investments &
deals ($M)

$M

Sentient
Technologies

Distributed intelligence with deep learning
applied to finance, healthcare, and
e-commerce. Recently launched a hedge
fund whose investment decisions are
driven 100% by AI.

$144M

Ayasdi

Machine learning for healthcare, finance,
and niche markets.

$98M

Digital
Reasoning

Cognitive computing by merging
computational logic with contextual
understanding.

$76M

Vicarious
Systems

Machine learning and computer vision to
perceive, imagine, and reason like humans.

$67M

Data Robot

Predictive analytics platform.

$57M

Face++

Facial recognition.

$49M

Cortica

Visual search platform.

$37M

Affectiva

Emotion recognition and analysis.

$34M

H20.ai

Machine learning platform.

$31M

Viv Labs

Conversational interfaces for devices.

$30M

Deals
Investments
4200

“Machine Learning will have
an annual impact of $5.2
trillion to $6.7 trillion by 2025.”
McKinsey

2388
2177

282
67
2011
2015

415
131
2016

757
196
2012
2017

307

2018

397

572

20192013 2020

Top Acquirers (major acquisitions)
Google (9)

Apple (5)

Intel (5)

Twitter (4)

Salesforce (3)

AOL (3)

IBM (3)

Yahoo (3)
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Tech Giants

A tsunami of available consumer and enterprise data has created an arms race among Google,
Facebook, IBM, Microsoft, Apple, and Amazon to advance products and services that leverage
AI and reap benefits from the transition a new economy.

Google

Google had over 60 deep-learning projects underway in 2012.
Today it is pursuing more than 2800, including a successor to
PageRank, Google’s flagship product. Google uses RankBrain, its
deep learning search algorithm to process the more than 2 trillion
queries sent each year through its search engine.

Google DeepDream

Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), a custom ASIC we built specifically for machine
learning — and tailored for TensorFlow

Open source contributions
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TensorFlow

Deep learning and predictive
API framework

SyntaxNet

Object, image recognition

Vision API

Deep learning

Translate API

Visual search and recognition

Jobs API

Search and discovery

AI acquisitions
DeepMind

Deep learning

DNNResearch

Object, image recognition

Dark Blue Labs

Deep learning

Vision Factory

Visual search and recognition

“In the long run, I think we will evolve in
computing from a mobile-first to an AIfirst world.”
Sundar Pichai,
CEO, Google

15%
Google deep
learning projects

2800
1350

$100+M

350
67
2012

2013

Savings by transitioning the
power management of their
data centers’ to a DeepMind
AI system.

2014

2015

Savings by transitioning the
power management of their
data centers’ to a DeepMind
AI system.

120 variables
Managed by the system,
including fans, cooling
systems and windows.
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Amazon
“We’re at the beginning of a golden era
[of AI]. It’s hard to overstate how much of
an impact it’s going to have over the next
20 years.”
Jeff Bezos,
Chief Executive Officer, Amazon
Open source contribution
MXNet, DSSTNE

Deep learning framework that can work with
sparse datasets

Search API

Product oriented search API

Recommendation API

Product oriented recommendation API

Alexa API

Voice assistant API

Heathcare Acquisitions

IBM

IBM’s most notable AI initiative is a general
AI platform called IBM Watson. It has been
applied to a variety of industries, but its work
in Healthcare is arguably most mature. In
Healthcare, IBM Watson is seeking to ingest
as much relevant data as possible, and to do
so, they’ve formed a 16-member international
collaborative group of health systems, academic
medical centers, and imaging technology
companies to speed development of products
to diagnose patients accurately.

Truven Health

$2.6B - 200M individuals

Phytel

NA - 100M individuals(1/2)

Merge Healthcare

$1B -100M individuals(2/2)

Explorys

$1.2B

“In the future, every decision that mankind
makes is going to be informed by a cognitive
system like Watson. . . and our lives will be
better for it.”
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Ginni Rometty,
CEO of IBM

Facebook

Open, human-annotated image datasets helped further the progress of AI in image recognition
and search (Imagenet supplied 10M images, Open Images, 9M images and YouTube-8M, 8M
labeled videos). A trivial number compared to the 17B photos shared on Facebook, most of which
are annotated and labeled by Facebook users. Facebook is also working on video prediction. By
exposing an AI to a video snippet, it can not only predict what happens next, but also suggest an
outcome with the most positive impact.

“The next challenge will be how we
use machine learning techniques
to build intelligent agents that really
understand what people say and
mean.”
Yann LeCun,
Director AI Research, Facebook

1B

Users on Messenger since
April 2014 launch.

Messaging acquisitions
WhatsApp

$21.8B - $42/user

Wit.ai

$3M

20

Languages analyzed with
near-human accuracy.

17B

Photos shared on Messenger.

18K

Chatbots on Messenger.
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Microsoft
“I think artificial intelligence is going to be
transforming massive swaths of the area of work in
the economy. Even affecting professional spheres.
Ten to twenty years from now if you’re going to be an
effective lawyer, doctor, or financial analyst, it will be in
part your ability to use the technological implements,
loosely going under the name of artificial intelligence.”
Reid Hoffman,
Chairman & Co-Founder, LinkedIn (a Microsoft company)

Open source contribution
Azure ML

Complete ML tools
and algorithms on
one platform

Skype translate

Instant translation
into 40 languages

Cortana Intelligence Suite

Voice API

Zo (above) is a successor to Microsoft's
Tay.ai (below) chatbot.

Social network acquisitions
LinkedIn

Voice API

Yammer

$1.2B
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The Talent

Demand for machine learning engineers has reached unprecedented levels, as universities, corporate
training programs, postgraduate education institutions, and industry scramble to bring our workforce
up to speed. Aspiring data scientists can self learn through MOOCs and open data sets, and join a
workforce previously reserved for scientists with graduate degrees. In Silicon Valley, corporations and
startups are snatching up anybody with skills at starting salaries of $140K per annum. Salaries reach
as high as $650K for developers who contribute to open-source libraries.

Deep learning job postings (%)

“There’s a bloody war
for talent in this space;
along the lines of NFL
football players.”

.020

Microsoft
.010

“We have to lure them
with NFL-style signing
bonuses.”

.002
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Google

Yann Le Cun,
Deep Learning Innovator
NYU

Fei-Fei Li,
Creator of ImageNet
Stanford AI Lab

Geoffrey Hinton,
Deep Learning Innovator
University of Toronto

Yoshua Bengio,
Deep Learning Innovator
Université de Montréal

Andrew Ng,
Google Brain
Stanford AI Lab
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Why Machine
Learning?
Traditionally, we have used statistics to learn about the world. It’s a method of studying data to learn
something useful out of it. And in statistics, the more data you used, the better the results. But the
model was never designed to learn. In machine learning however, the more data you use, the more
the model improves. The more the model improves, the smarter and quicker it becomes.

Objective

Data Required

Algorithm

Transcript

Audio clip

Speech recognition

Isolate spam

Email

Spam detection

Identify Risk

Loan application

Payback rating

Next destination

Usage patterns

Fleet management

How Machines Learn

Supervised machine learning
The program is trained on
a predefined set of training
examples and labels, which
then facilitate its ability to reach
an accurate conclusion when
given new data.
Unsupervised machine
learning The program is given
a bunch of data without labels
and must find patterns and
relationships there in.

“Machine Learning is the field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without
being explicitly programmed.”
Arthur Samuel, Stanford University in 1959
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AI in use today
“In the past a lot of S&P 500 CEOs wished they had started thinking
sooner than they did about their Internet strategy. I think five years
from now there will be a number of S&P 500 CEOs that will wish
they’d started thinking earlier about their AI strategy.”
Andrew Ng, Chief Scientist, Baidu

AI assistants

 HR
 Contact Center

Education

 Individualized
Curriculums

Healthcare

 Cancer Detection
 Wearables Data
 Medical Records
 Precision Medicine
 Diagnostics
 Drug Discovery

Home/
service bots

 Nursing Bots

Speech
recognition
 Now
 Siri
 Cortana

Robotics

 Surgical Robotics
 Robotic Prosthesis
 Elder Care
 Manufacturing

Sales and marketing
 Customer Profiling
 Marketing Campaigns
 Targeted Advertising
 Up-sell/Cross-Sell
 Lead Generation

Satellite imaging
 Environmental
 Community

Transportation

 Autonomous Cars
 Trucking
 Logistics

Vision

 Handwriting Analysis

Advances in the automation of physical and
knowledge work will redefine jobs rather than
eliminate them - technology creates new jobs
even as other jobs are displaced

85%

Of customer
interactions will be
managed without a
human by 2020*

60%

Of occupations
could have 30%
or more of their
constituent
activities
automated*

6B

Connected devices
will proactively
ask for support
and “customer
digital assistants”
will recognize
customers by face
and voice across
channels by 2018*
*Gartner
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AI in Telco
While every technology executive agrees on the importance of AI and machine learning to their
company and industry, only a few have taken the first step towards applying AI to position themselves
as a more agile and competitive player, providing smarter services and an unmatched customer
experience.

Some use cases for mobile operators
Anomaly detection
adversarial AI

 Fraud Detection
 Churn Prevention
 Information Security
 Network Monitoring
and Optimizing

Computer vision

 Facial Recognition
 Surveillance & Security

Natural language
understanding
 Smart Bots
 Help Desk
 Contact Centers

Data mining

 Business Intelligence
 Campaign Intelligence
 Prospect Discovery

Expert knowledge systems
 Legal, Medical and Financial
Advisors
 Product Management

Knowledge graphs

 Customer Profiling
 Identity Management
 Marketing Campaigns
 Customer Segmentation
 Targeted Advertising
 Up-sell/Cross-Sell
 Lead Generation
 Recruiting

Virtual agents and smart bots
 Answer Routine Questions
 Recommend Products
 Purchasing Assistance
 Operator Assistance
 Demonstrate Product Features
 Tech Support/Help Desk
 Translation

Inference systems

 Contact Center Call Routing
 Network Demand Forecasting
 Network Predictive Maintenance
 Cyber Monitoring and Security
 Customer Acquisition
 Sales Forecasting
 Analyzing and Reviewing Reports
 Sensor Processing

Google Deep Dream
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